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Abstract: There are multiple extreme events underway in the Arctic that are beyond previous records:
rain in Greenland, Alaska weather variability, and ecosystem reorganizations in the Barents and
the northern Bering Sea associated with climate change and sea-ice loss. Such unique extreme
events represent a philosophical challenge for interpretation, i.e., a lack of statistical basis, as well as
important information for regional adaptation to climate change. These changes are affecting regional
food security, human/wildlife health, cultural activities, and marine wildlife conservation. Twenty
years ago, the Arctic was more resilient to climate change than now, as sea ice had a broader extent
and was three times thicker than today. These new states cannot be assigned probabilities because
one cannot a priori conceive of these states. They often have no historical analogues. A way forward
for adaptation to future extremes is through scenario/narrative approaches; a recent development in
climate change policy is through decision making under deep uncertainty (DMDU).
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1. Introduction

Arctic extremes are increasing and are often record-shattering [1–3]. Compared to twenty
years ago, the Arctic is now less resilient to climate change, as sea ice is more mobile, has a
reduced extent, and is a third of its former thickness. These three factors lead to increased
atmosphere/sea ice/ocean interaction. It is difficult to interpret the importance of an extreme
event that has not occurred before [4], and approaching such a difficulty is the purpose of this
paper, both for the Arctic and beyond. It is far from obvious how to even pose the question
since nearly every extreme event is unique compared with previous data. Climate change is
by definition statistically non-stationary. Moon et al. [5] note the expanding footprint of rapid
Arctic change. Landrum and Holland [6] conclude that the Arctic is already transitioning
away from a cryosphere-dominated system. Taken together (consilience), the examples here
of multiple types of extremes are a major indicator of current rapid Arctic change relative to
trends in single variables such as increasing temperatures.

2. Discussion
2.1. Sample List of Unusual Events

Reports on the ground are an important source of information. The 2017–2022 records
from the Local Environmental Observer (LEO) Network are provided by a solicited group
of observations from local residents, news articles, and topic experts, who share knowledge
about unusual animal, environment, and weather events in the Arctic. LEO maintains a
database that is searchable based on the type of event and impact. In 2015 the LEO Network
was selected as a model program of the Arctic Council to raise awareness and improve
communication about climate change in the circumpolar region. From entries for 2017–2022,
here are the distribution of unusual events north of 60◦ N (Figure 1). Temperature extremes,
snow and sea-ice changes, and shifts in seasonality are the most frequently reported.
Ecosystems are impacted by changes in species range and animal die-offs.
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Figure 1. Unusual or unexpected Arctic events from the Local Environmental Observer (LEO) database.

2.2. Probabilistic Reasoning and Radical Uncertainty

The term extreme is understood in one of two ways. The first is as a statistical extreme that
is defined in terms of known rareness. The second is in terms of previously unknown events.

One pole of uncertainty is resolvable based on stationary probability distributions.
Formally, the distribution can be generated from historical data or model simulations. Such
a figure for the impact of climate change is shown from the US National Academies Report,
Attribution of Extreme Weather Events in the Context of Climate Change [7]. Climate change can
have different effects on the probability of extreme values of the distribution. For example,
in Figure 2a, a simple shift of the entire distribution toward a warmer climate leads to
fewer extreme cold weather events and more hot weather and extreme hot weather events.
Alternatively in Figure 2b, increased temperature variability without a shift in the mean
could lead to more extreme cold and heat events, with lower probability of mid-range
temperature events.
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Figure 2. This probability density function captures the likelihood of specified events resulting from a
given temperature distribution and its changes. As with any bell curve, those events that fall near the
center are most likely, and events that occur in lower and upper temperature extremes have smaller
probability. (a) a shift in the mean; (b) a shift in the varience [7].
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Using this approach, marine heat waves were described for the Arctic during 1982–2020
using three criteria and three independently produced daily sea surface temperature (SST)
products (Figure 3) [8]. The primary source was the NOAA DOISST v2.1 that is a global
daily SST product with a resolution of 0.25◦ that blends in situ and bias-corrected advanced
very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) SST measurements. The criteria were (a) SST
anomalies are higher than the 95th percentile threshold based on 1982–2011 period, and
(b) the high anomalies are sustained for at least five consecutive days. Their analyses
indicated that the intensity, duration, frequency, and areal coverage of Arctic marine heat
waves increased during 1982–2020, and were greater in recent decades due to a warming
climate. The maximum SST extremes are between 3 ◦C and 5 ◦C in the Barents Sea, Kara Sea,
Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea, Chukchi Sea, Beaufort Sea, and Baffin Bay, and between 3 ◦C
and 4 ◦C in the Norwegian Sea and the Greenland Sea. These events were triggered in mid-
July to early August from 1982 to 2020; they endured until mid-August during 1982–2000,
until early September during 2000–2010, and until late September during 2010–2020.
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Figure 3. Maximum (1980–2020) sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA in ◦C), derived using the
95th percentile threshold [8].

At the opposite pole from true randomness are genuinely unknown unknowns. These
are states to which one cannot attach probabilities because one cannot a priori conceive of
these states. These are not low probability events, but unimaginable given previous data.
There are often no historical analogues. They are not likely to be the result of a long tail
event arising from a very low probability outcome from a known frequency distribution,
e.g., a black swan, but as a result that was not previously expected.

For more than a half century the distribution approach has dominated decision science.
The example in Figure 3 certainly brings awareness that Arctic change is underway. In fact,
the statistical approach often does not conceivably have the information required to specify
the distribution of extreme events, and consequences are uncertain. An alternative is to
suggest positive outcomes and avoid outcomes that are worse. Many aspects of climate
science are based on the extent of prior knowledge, and being comparatively data-poor
in terms of what one is actually trying to predict. The observed record provides a limited
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sample of what is possible, and is, moreover, affected by sources of non-stationarity. In such
a situation, using statistical methods that eschew physical reasoning and prior knowledge,
“letting the data speak for itself”, is a recipe for disaster [9].

2.3. Conceptual Model: Natural Weather Variability Interacting with Arctic Changes

A goal for research is to tie biological/societal impacts of environmental events with
extreme weather events into joint causal accounts. Are there thresholds and tipping
points of concern? A hypothesis is that new extremes are often forced by the interaction
of atmosphere, ocean, and other Arctic changes, affecting ecosystems and communities.
Fluctuations outside existing ranges often lead to detrimental impacts.

A conceptual model is shown in Figure 4 where global warming from greenhouse gases
increases as an ongoing thermodynamic response in Arctic Amplification, AA, leading to
temperature increases, permafrost thaw, and sea-ice loss/open water, a push [10]. These
factors can combine constructively with the natural range of atmospheric and oceanic
dynamics, a pulse, e.g., jet stream meanders, atmospheric blocking, weather patterns,
storms, and upper ocean heat content [3,11]. AA provides precursors to major impacts.
Atmosphere/ocean/sea ice interdependence produces new extremes. That new extremes
do not apparently require atmospheric circulation deviations to be much beyond their
normal range is a reason for the large number of different types of recent impacts and
inter-annual and location variability of extreme events. These weather and climate extremes
selectively influence ecosystems based on species-specific life history, such as the timing
of reproduction and migration. Societal impacts on livelihoods and culture follow from
sea-ice and ecosystem shifts.
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Figure 4. Conceptual model of extremes forced by atmosphere and ocean processes that interact with
the ecosystem life histories.

3. Recent Arctic Examples of Extremes That go beyond Previous Records

A key point is that many of these examples show change that are well beyond previous
records. Extrapolation of probabilities from previous obsevational distributions do not
apply to the current and future climate change of the real world.

3.1. Greenland Rain

On 14 August 2021, rainfall was witnessed for the first time at Summit station near
the highest point of the Greenland ice sheet [12,13] and was accompanied by high surface
melt spatial extent. Satellite measurements reveal a rapid retreat of the snowline, exposing
a large extent of relatively dark bare ice. Exceptional heating of the ice sheet occurred
due to the heat transfer from condensation and the elevated air temperature during the
August episode of warm air and rainfall arriving in what is termed an atmospheric river
(AR). The frequency of moist ARs reaching Greenland is increasing [14], likely driven by
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high-amplitude wavy jet-stream patterns [15]. This Greenland extreme is an example of
the application of Figure 4, AA combined with AR variability. August 2021 was followed
by an unusually late, September 2022, heat wave that caused extensive melting across the
ice sheet. This was the largest melt event ever to occur in September, according to data sets
spanning nearly four decades.

3.2. Alaskan Summer 2022 High Variability

Total wildfire for Alaska reached 1 million acres as of 18 June 2022, the earliest date in
the past 32 years of observation [16]. The two previous early dates, 1 July for 2004 and 2015,
had the largest seasonal burn area suggesting that 2022 would continue to set records. How-
ever, drought conditions ended, with record rainfall. On 26 July Utqiaġvik had 1.42 inches
rain, the highest 24-h precipitation on record (previous 1.32 inches 21–22 July 1987). An-
chorage rainfall, at 7.24 inches from Mid-July to mid-August, was the highest on record, at
three times the normal level [16]. The season ended with the strongest Bering Sea September
storm of the last 70 years, a 940 mb low pressure with hurricane force winds.

3.3. Arctic Snow Cover

For the 5th year in a row, late spring (April–June) northern hemispheric snow cover
extent in 2022 was smaller than the 1981–2020 average, in contrast to more than average
amounts before 2005 (Figure 5) [17].
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Figure 5. Spring (April–June) snow extent each year compared to the 1981–2010 average for the
northern hemisphere. Years with above-average snow cover are blue-green, while years with below-
average snow cover are brown. Graph by NOAA Climate.gov, based on Rutgers Snow Lab data
provided by Thomas Estilow.

3.4. Barents Sea Extreme Temperatures and Atlantification

Isaksen et al. [18] find unprecedented increase in annually averaged 2001–2020 surface
air temperature (SAT) over the northern Barents Sea of 5.4 ◦C at Karl XII-øya on northeastern
Svalbard and 4.4 ◦C at Krenkel Observatory on Franz Josef Land. Both locations had even
larger values in autumn (SON) and winter (DJF). The warming is greater than hitherto
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known in this region and is exceptional even for the warming Arctic. The average June 2022
temperature at Svalbard airport Longyearbyen was 6.0 ◦C, which is 2.4 ◦C above average
and the warmest ever recorded. The warming is linked, in both space and time, to the
reduction of sea ice and increased SST; there is a negative correlation between SAT and
sea-ice at multiple stations of −0.94 in autumn and −0.97 in winter. The northern Barents
Sea highlights high temperatures of the twenty-first century, with a warming rate that is
greater and longer lasting than during the early 20th-century warming [19]. Figure 6 shows
the spatial distribution of the annual rate of change for the Barents Sea over 2001–2020 for
two reanalyses of SAT, sea-ice loss, and SST increase [18]. Changes in SAT and sea ice are
largest over the marginal ice zone north of the ice edge contour in grey.
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Figure 6. The spatial pattern of changes in surface air temperature, sea ice, and sea surface temper-
ature (SST) trends in the Barents study area for 2001–2020. (A,B) Annual SAT trends (◦C/decade)
derived from CARRA and ERA5 reanalyses. (C) Annual trends in sea ice coverage (SIC) (%/decade)
with mean 15% SIC (ice edge) contour line marked in grey. (D) presents the annual SST trends
(◦C/decade).

A factor for warm temperatures in northern Svalbard was the increased presence in
these decades of low sea level pressure over the central Barents Sea that cause easterly
warm winds to the north of the low pressure center. Extreme Svalbard temperatures from
joint sea-ice loss and strong wind location is an example of applying the combination
of AA and weather systems as in Figure 4. Northeastly atmospheric wind circulation
contributes most to extreme warming [20]. Meteorological conditions lead to rain-on-snow
events in Svalbard [21]. The cumulative sea-ice melting across Svalbard between 1 June
and 31 July 2022 was 1.5 times larger than the previous record from 2018. For 1 May
through 25 July 2022, parts of the archipelago saw air temperatures that averaged up to
1.8 ◦C higher than average. A significant pulse of warm air starting on 15 July produced
Svalbard’s highest recorded melt volume on 17 July. Temperature measurements taken
at Svalbard Airport from June, July and August show that the Arctic archipelago went
through a record hot summer during 2022.
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The major increase in SST is in the eastern Barents Sea and the northward coastal
current on the west coast of Svalbard, the two branches of the Norwegian Atlantic Current.
This is an indication of the Atlantification of the Barents Sea, a transition from more Arctic
Ocean properties to those of the inflowing Atlantic waters. A strong warming, up to 0.8 ◦C
per decade, occurred in the southeastern region just outside of the mean sea-ice zone.
Atlantification is the regional increasing influence of warmer and saltier Atlantic water [22].
The warming of the surface water causes a retreat in sea-ice in winter and an absence of
sea-ice in summer. The loss of winter sea-ice means that the cold freshwater layer from
melting sea ice in summer at the surface is not replenished. This causes a weaker difference
between the upper layers in the ocean and stronger mixing of Atlantic water. Transition
to Atlantification across the Barents Sea is almost complete [23], and there are ecosystem
consequences. Barents Sea phytoplankton blooms have moved 5◦ latitude further north
compared to 1989 [24]. Fish communities are moving northward with an influence on sea
birds, seals, and whales that depend directly on the fish populations [25,26].

3.5. Community Observations of Continuing Extreme Events in the Northern Bering Sea

Unprecedented minimum winter sea-ice coverage occurred in the Bering Sea during
2017/2018 and 2018/2019, occupying 70% less area than the climatological mean since 1950,
with major impacts on ecosystem dynamics, and human food security and human/wildlife
health, lasting through 2022 [27]. Ecosystem impacts were immediately observed including
multi-year changes in ecosystem energy flow and structure, harmful algal blooms, loss of
sea-ice algae and large lipid-rich zooplankton, loss of commercially fished crab, northward
expansion of commercially fished Pacific cod and Alaskan pollock, reductions of all species
of northern salmon runs, an Unusual Mortality Event for three species of ice-associated
seals [28], and five consecutive years of multi-species seabird mortality.

In the northern Bering Sea/Bering Strait region, the non-commercial acquisition and
utilization of diverse marine wildlife are essential to the nutritional, cultural, and economic
well-being of coastal communities (Figure 7) [29,30]. The recent regional reduction in the
duration, extent, and quality of sea ice continues to cascade into an ecosystem transition
based on newly arrived cod predation on lower trophic levels, resulting in widespread con-
cern by coastal residents. Additional concerns beyond sea-ice loss impacts are geographical
distributional shifts of marine species such as Stejneger’s beaked whale, the establishment
of invasive species such as Hanasaki crab, and toxic algae in pinniped and cetaceans at
levels that indicate potential health concerns. Recent changes represent an ecological shock;
no coastal community remains untouched by the suite of changes.
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3.6. Arctic Acidification

Qi et al. [31] found that this sea-ice loss in the western Arctic Ocean is causing more
uptake of atmospheric carbon dioxide by surface water and driving acidification at a rate
three to four times higher than that of the other ocean basins. They attribute this finding
to the increased open water area, ice-melt-driven addition of freshwater, and resulting
changes in seawater chemistry.
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4. Concluding Remarks
4.1. Impact-Based Projections

The increase in unknown future conditions due to a lack of robust extrapolation does
not mean that planning is less important. A way forward for adaptation to future extremes
is through scenario/narrative approaches; a recent approach in climate change policy is
through decision making under deep uncertainty, DMDU. DMDU is an adaptive method,
defining specific risks, policy objectives, and evaluation criteria [32]. For example, pro-
posed impacts on the ecosystem are extrapolated backwards through species life histories
to identify causal factors (e.g., temperature, storms, sea ice, permafrost). Such impacts
could include wildfires, flooding, ecosystem shifts, biological pests, change in snow, storm
intensity, fisheries and marine mammals. DMDU inverts conventional deterministic plan-
ning approaches to emphasize identification of major impacts and then their causes with
strategies that are adaptable and robust. Human impacts include concern for exposure and
vulnerability beyond specification of ecosystem events.

4.2. A changing Arctic

Implementing successful conservation for the climate-altered future Arctic requires
proactive application of emerging adaptation approaches. Futures must be assumed differ-
ent from what has been experienced [9,33–35]. Expectations are for social and ecological
change, requiring monitoring and balancing risks and opportunities. A fundamental
necessity is an understanding of ecosystem community turnover and goals based on stake-
holders’ values. Maintaining processes that generate heterogeneity in habitats, genes, and
community structures should be prioritized [36]. Strategies that enable adaptation and
change in species and ecosystems that minimize climate change impacts will happen at
local to regional scales starting in the northern Bering Sea, Barents Sea, coastal Siberia, and
parts of maritime Canada.

Multiple types of Arctic extreme events, which have not occurred before, are a major
indicator of current rapid Arctic change, relative to trends in single variables such as
increasing temperatures. I list several such extreme events that are underway, unique
compared with previous data. They represent a philosophical challenge for interpretation,
i.e., a lack of statistical basis, as well as being important information for regional adaptation
to change. These examples of extremes beyond previous records result in ongoing changes
that are impacting livelihoods and cultural activities in Arctic coastal communities, and
weather for residents at lower latitudes [37].
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